PE Innovation Challenge
Summary Report

In Fall 2017, the National Fitness Foundation and DonorsChoose.org came together to support
physical activity in schools through the PE Innovation Challenge. In three months, with the help
of nearly half a million dollars from citizen donors and matching funds from the Foundation, this
opportunity reached hundreds of teachers and brought creative health and fitness ideas to life across
the country. This PE Innovation Challenge Summary Report recaps the impact of our campaign,
celebrates the winning projects selected by the Challenge’s expert judges, and identifies key
challenges, opportunities, and trends within physical education.
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Winning Projects
#

1

Hoop There It Is! Cross-Curricular
Fit Healthy Bodies & Minds

Mr. Carruth, Grades Pre-K–2, Chahta-Ima Elementary School, Louisiana

At Chahta-Ima Elementary School in Louisiana, Mr. Carruth is
using the resources received through the Challenge to promote
cross-curricular learning in the physical education classroom. By
using equipment like pedometers, stethoscopes, and a physical
activity bingo game, students can stay active while learning key
science, math, language, and nutrition concepts. Learn more.
#

2
Deaf/Hard of Hearing Students with Low
Vision Need Adapted Sports

Mrs. Darden-Perry, Grades Pre-K–2, NC School for the Deaf, North Carolina

Mrs. Darden-Perry is ensuring that her physical education classroom
is inclusive and supportive of students with disabilities through
adaptive sports equipment. The equipment funded through the
Challenge motivates students to participate and learn fundamental
physical activity and fitness concepts. Learn more.
#

3
“This project will
help my students

Choose to Move
1,000 Minute Challenge

Mrs. K, Grades Pre-K–2, Next Generation STEAM Academy, California

see that exercise can

After hearing that parents were concerned about their children’s

be fun and should
be a lifelong habit”

challenge, encouraging students to log 1,000 minutes of physical

- Mrs. K, California

health and fitness, Mrs. K designed a school-wide fitness
activity throughout the school year. By using timers and various
fitness equipment, parents and students are able to track
movement before, during, and after the school day. Learn more.

The winners received DonorsChoose.org gift cards (1st place—$10,000, 2nd place—$7,500
and 3rd place—$5,000) that can be used to apply for future projects.

Key Takeaways
Teachers Are Integrating Physical Activity
Through Cross-Curricular Projects
With shrinking PE budgets and limited time during the school day, teachers
harnessed their creativity to encourage physical activity through various
cross-curricular projects, whether teaching lessons about the solar system with
pedometers or helping Spanish-speaking students learn English using Qball
technology. Teachers recommended innovative ways to connect their math,
science, and language arts subjects to physical activity outside of PE classes
and shared how movement would benefit student learning and behavior
throughout the day.

“Projects that have the ability to provide interdisciplinary
instruction through physical education can bring crosscurricular concepts to life!”
—Jayne Greenberg, Former District Director from Miami-Dade County Public Schools

Geography Doesn’t Change
Basic Equipment Needs
We saw an extensive need for basic fitness equipment across geographic
communities. Out of the 1,017 projects funded, 49.3% of those projects
came from urban communities, 29.5% represented suburban communities,
and 8.7% were submitted from rural communities. Projects represented
various class and school sizes, showing that teachers across the country
struggle to receive the necessary funds to purchase basic equipment and
provide quality physical activity opportunities.

"I want to give my kids an outlet to experience what
others in bigger districts take for granted.”—Mr. Culp, Texas

Key Takeaways continued
Budget Constraints Impede
Simple PE Activities
Because the median PE budget is less than $800, physical education programs
are often limited in the physical activity opportunities they can offer students.
Projects submitted to the challenge had an average cost of just over $200,
and teachers cited that additional funds would help them purchase basic
equipment, such as basketballs, tennis racquets, and cones for instruction.
Limited budgets have been a persistent barrier for PE programs; the Challenge
quantified these funding needs and revealed how creative teachers can be with
simple fitness equipment.

“My students have the right to a top notch physical
education program. They love PE but are limited in their
opportunities due to equipment deficiencies.”
—Ms. Etten, Washington

Desire for Adaptive Resources
The Challenge funded several PE and classroom teachers requesting adaptive
fitness and sports equipment for students with intellectual and physical
disabilities. Many teachers noted that creating accessible physical education
opportunities for students with disabilities proves challenging, and teachers
were especially focused on purchasing equipment that could make their
physical education classroom more inclusive. Teachers requested items like
tierdrop basketball hoops and flighterlight balls, and many have already
provided updates on how the equipment helps give students with disabilities
the skills, desire, and knowledge to be physically active.

Technology Can Reinvigorate PE
Teachers across the country found exciting ways to integrate technology
into their PE classrooms to get students moving and prepared for a lifetime
of health and fitness. Teachers requested various fitness tracking tools,
including FitBits and pedometers, virtual reality bikes, and even found ways
to integrate musical technology into indoor spaces. With limited budgets
and space, students and teachers are excited to embrace new technology
in physical education.
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Opportunities
The first-ever PE Innovation Challenge gave teachers a platform to
empower physical activity in their school and highlighted the engaging
ways in which students are learning how to be fit and active. These
findings and key takeaways of the Challenge serve an important role in
providing future solutions that prepare all children for a lifetime of health
and fitness.
In order to continue to move fitness forward, the Foundation has
identified the following opportunities:
With the average Challenge project ($208.20) being just one-quarter of the
median PE budget (>$800), initiating creative fundraising opportunities
can support PE programs and help to overcome depleted school budgets
and limited resources.
By working with market leaders and educators, we are committed to
better understanding how to integrate technology in fitness education
so that students can track and analyze daily physical activity and
fitness habits.
We are empowered by the call for tangible and feasible health and fitness
solutions across our country. From rural communities to sprawling
suburbs and large metropolitan areas, we are focused on providing
resources that meet the needs of all students, regardless of location or
ability.
By working with health experts and community leaders, best practices and
policies can be implemented that support and enhance cross-curricular
learning with physical activity.

Thank You to Our Judges

